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Abstract. Real parallel applications nd little bene ts from code portability that does not guarantee acceptable eciency. In this paper, we
describe the new features of a framework that allows the development
of Single Program Multiple Data (SPMD) applications adaptable to different distributed-memory machines, varying from traditional parallel
computers to networks of workstations. Special programming primitives
providing indirect accesses to the platform and data domain guarantee
code portability and open the way to runtime optimizations carried out
by a scheduler and a runtime support.

1 Introduction
The SPMD paradigm is the most widely adopted model for a large class of
problems. However, this programming paradigm does not facilitate portability
because it requires the choice of a speci c domain decomposition, and the insertion of communications and parallel primitives in a decomposition dependent
way. If we want a parallel application to be portable with eciency (performance portability), the best domain decomposition and communication pattern
cannot be chosen during implementation. Although standard message-passing
libraries, such as PVM and MPI, guarantee code portability, performance portability requires more sophisticated frameworks. They have to provide an abstract
machine for the parallel implementation and a runtime environment for adapting the application to the status of the actual platform. The solution can be at
di erent levels of abstraction going from explicit tools to transparent supports.
The former approach leads to parallel programs that we call recon gurable because the adaptivity is achieved at the price of some programming overhead.
The latter solution makes a program self-adaptable to various platforms without
any programming e ort greater than the parallelization itself.
This paper proposes a method to add self-adaptivity to SPMD messagepassing applications running on multicomputers, clusters or distributed systems,
where each (possibly, heterogeneous and nondedicated) node has its own local
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memory. The focus is on the new features of the Dame framework that was initially proposed for cluster computing to dynamically switch from one type of
data-distribution to another type [9]. With respect to that version, now Dame
includes a new abstract machine interface and a new scheduler that improve
transparency and enlarge the class of applications and target machines. This
paper describes the role of those components in achieving self-adaptivity, while
does not present other features under implementation, such as the capability of
dynamically changing the number of processes that actually carry out computation, the new algorithms for mapping the application's communication pattern
onto the active nodes, the automatic method to choose the frequency of activation of the recon guration support.
Section 2 describes the basic approach, the programming paradigm and the
abstract machine interface. Section 3 outlines how the scheduler adapts the application to the platform status at startup. Section 4 details the operations of the
runtime scheduling. Section 5 discusses related works. The paper is concluded
by some nal remarks.

2 Abstract Machine Interface
The simplicity of the SPMD model is preserved if the programmer can assume
a regular and homogeneous environment. The question whether a support can
provide easy-to-use parallelism, facilitate the portability and not sacri ce performance requires a decision about the most appropriate level of abstraction. The
proposed levels go from an abstract machine that hides only system and network
heterogeneity such as in PVM and MPI, to an explicit use of facilities for load
balancing such as in ADM [4] and DRMS [17], until the more abstract Linda
machine that hides distributed memory [3]. The solution suggested in this paper
is an intermediate degree of abstraction that guarantees code portability without sacri cing performance portability. The Dame abstract machine emulates the
main features of a distributed memory parallel computer. It hides system heterogeneity, node nonuniformity, actual (typically, irregular) domain decomposition
and the underlying architecture, however it still requires the explicit insertion of
communication primitives. The programmer or the supercompiler can refer to a
virtual platform and a virtual data-distribution. The virtual platform consists of
homogeneous nodes with the same static computational power. Each node executes one SPMD thread that has its own address space. The need for any data
placed in the memory of other nodes requires explicit message-passing. The virtual data-distribution is regular because each node is supposed to have the same
amount of data items. The programmer can choose the virtual data-distribution
which is most appropriate to the application without caring of the platform.
Presently, Dame manages one- and two-dimensional decompositions with block,
cyclic, or intermediate decomposition formats [5].
The complexity of portable parallel computing is e ectively hidden in the
Dame Library (DML). The DML primitives are simpler than standard messagepassing constructs because they refer to the virtual platform and virtual data-

distribution. These primitives, providing indirect accesses to the platform and
data domain, replace any SPMD operation (e.g., system inquiry, domain inquiry, communication) that typically depends on the platform and/or datadistribution. This choice guarantees code portability and allows the dynamic
recon gurations that are at the basis of performance portability. Indirect accesses to data items were previously proposed in CHAOS [19] and Multiblock
Parti libraries [1] to manage irregular parallel applications. Here we outline the
primitives that are relevant to dealing with data parallelism without taking care
of the distributed platform and related issues.

System inquiries. System inquiries give information about the number of

nodes involved in computation. Moreover, these primitives are crucial for
establishing the role of each node when it executes an SPMD program. The library provides the programmer with primitives for node identi cation which
are based on the subset of data domain they own. A process is not referred
in the code through explicit Cartesian coordinates or static identi er such as
pid, but always through a formula like `node(s) holding certain data items',
where this information is given by the data inquiry primitives.
Data inquiries. These are the key primitives that support the decomposition
independence of Dame applications since the programmer is never required
to specify exactly data locations and bounds of local domain. The data inquiry primitives have typically three arguments: <domain>, <row index>,
<column index>, where the indexes can refer to the local or global domain
or can be the wildcard -1. For example, dml f(A,i,j) applies the primitive
f to the local or global entry (i; j ) of the matrix A, while dml f(A,k,-1)
refers to all the row k. Let us distinguish the data inquiry primitives into
ve classes.
{ Owner identi ers return the node or set of nodes that hold a speci ed
data set. The former primitive dml which node(A,i,j) returns the node
identi er to which the global entry (i; j ) is assigned. The wildcard parameter is not allowed for this function.
The latter primitive dml which set(A,i1,i2,j1,j2) returns the set of
node identi ers that contain the subdomain delimited by the rows i1 ? i2
and by the columns j 1 ? j 2. The wildcard parameter -1 can be used
in any of the last four input positions. Depending on the position, the
meaning is either from the beginning or until the end. For example,
dml which set(A,i1,-1,j1,-1) denotes all nodes containing the submatrix starting from row i1 and column j 1. Moreover,
dml which set(A,i,i,-1,-1) denotes all nodes containing row i.
{ Local data extractors get from the global data domain the part contained
in the address space of the calling node or set of nodes.
{ Index conversion functions consist of three primitives: local-to-global,
global-to-local, local loop ranges.
Local-to-global primitives take as input a local row (column) index and
return the equivalent global row (column) index.
Dual results are given by the global-to-local conversion functions. For

example, dml gtol(A,i,-1) translates the global row index i into the
equivalent global row index within the address space of the calling node.
Local-to-global and global-to-local primitives return a negative value
(that is, error) if the input index is out of the local domain range.
The index conversion class contains also proximity primitives that are
mainly used to iterate over the local data domain. They compute lower
and upper bounds of index loops by taking as input an array and a row
(column) global index and returning the closest local index. For example,
dml close(A,i,-1) translates the global row index i into the local row
index h which is closest to i. Let us consider that the global identi ers
of the rst and last rows held by the calling node are i1 and i2, respectively. Three cases are in order. If i < i1, the primitive returns h = 0;
if i > i2, it returns the local index of the last row located in the calling
node; otherwise, it behaves analogously to dml gtol(A,i,-1).
{ Owned domain bounds take the global domain name as input parameter and return the local or global index of the rst and last row (column) of the subdomain contained in the address space of the calling
node. The primitives returning the global indexes are dml gminX(A),
dml gmaxX(A), dml gminY(A), dml gmaxY(A), while the local indexes are
obtained by analogous primitives such as dml lminX(A).
{ Locality predicates take as input a global index and execute locality tests.
For example, dml in mynode(A,i,-1) returns true if a part of row i is
located in the address space of the calling node.

Communications. Dame communications conform to the PVM/MPI standard
by supporting three classes of communications: point-to-point, multicast,
gather. All these primitives are based on the send-receive mechanism provided by PVM or MPI.
The use is slightly di erent and in some sense simpli ed. Evaluation of the
destination nodes and message transmission has to be seen as an atomic action in the sense that no recon guration primitive can occur between these
two operations. The destination nodes must be always evaluated before the
communication through the owner identi er primitives.
A point-to-point communication of a data d to the node owning the (i; j ) entry is done through the couple dest=dml which node(A,i,j) and
dml send(tag,d,dest). A multicast to the nodes having a portion of column
h is done through mdest=dml which set(A,-1,-1,h,h) and
dml mcast(tag,d,mdest), where mdest is an integer array containing the
process identi ers to be sent to (the number of these processes are speci ed
in the rst position of the array). Keeping message transmission and destination evaluation as an atomic action allows to compute at runtime the
actual scope of each communication.
Interface primitives. They represent the only non-transparent interface between the abstract machine and the support that guarantees adaptivity. The
dml init and dml end primitives initialize and close the Dame environment,

while dml check load activates the runtime scheduler. This last function will
be discussed in Section 4.

% if row k is in my_node, sum the local entries %
if ((k/dimblock)==(mynode/p1))
{for(j=0; j<dimblock; j++)
sum = sum + Loc_A[k%dimblock][j] };
......
% if A[k][h] is in my_node, send it to the nodes %
% owning column h %
if (h/dimblock)==(mynode%p1)
{if (k/dimblock)==(mynode/p1)
{for(i=0;i<(p1-1);i++)
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mdest[i]=(mynode+(i+1)*p2)%numnodes;
x=Loc_A[k%dimblock][h/dimblock];
mcast(tag,x,mdest) };

Decomposition1

h

else receive(tag,x) };

SPMD program

Fig. 1. An example of SPMD program.
There is no complexity of converting legacy MPI/PVM applications to the
Dame library because self-adaptivity simpli es SPMD programming. Let us consider the example in Figure 1. It contains a naive SPMD code where the nodes
owning a portion of row k evaluate the sum of their local entries, and the node
having the A(k; h) entry sends it to each node containing elements of column
h. Note that tedious and error-prone operations, such as the evaluation of the
iterative loop bounds, conditional checks and communications, are replaced by
simple calls to DML primitives. Moreover, if we want to execute the program
of Figure 1 on an irregular platform where the nodes have di erent speeds, the
SPMD program does not work well because it strictly refers to a block decomposed matrix which is uniformly mapped onto a p1  p2 mesh.
On the other hand, the Dame version of the same algorithm (Figure 2) is independent of the actual platform and data-distribution. The same program can
be executed without requiring changes and recompilations. If necessary, Dame
scheduler achieves the nonuniform data-distribution shown in Decomposition2,
and the same Dame code is able to self-adapt to this balanced decomposition.
Node behavior is di erent depending on data-distributions. As example, for Decomposition1 the A(k; h) entry is sent by node 6 to nodes 2 and 10, for Decomposition2, the same entry is sent by node 4 to nodes 1 and 11.
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% if row k is in my_node, sum the local entries %
if (in_mynode(A,k,-1))
{for(j=dml_lminY(A); j<=dml_lmaxY(A); j++)
sum = sum + Loc_A[dml_gtol(A,k,-1)][j] };
.....
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% if A[k][h] is in my_node, send it to the nodes %
% owning column h %
if (in_mynode(A,-1,h))
{if (in_mynode(A,k,h))
{mdest=dml_which_set(A,-1,-1,h,h);
x=Loc_A[gtol(A,k,-1),gtol(A,-1,h)];
dml_mcast(tag,x,mdest) };
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else dml_receive(tag,x) };
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Fig. 2. The same program of Figure 1 written in Dame.
Dame achieves self-adaptivity by intervening in all phases of program's life.
We have already seen the peculiarities of the Dame implementation style. The
compilation does not alter the program's independence, because it generates a
code that leaves unset all indirect accesses to the platform and data domain.
The runtime support translates the Dame primitives referring to the abstract
parallel machine into explicit accesses to actual data locations and active nodes.
Modi cations of the active platform and data-distribution do not require any
adjustment of the high level code because the semantic exibility of the indirect
accesses allows the library runtime support to take di erent actions at di erent
time for the same primitive call. When the scheduler modi es the actual platform and/or data-distribution, the application is indirectly informed through the
updated results of the Dame primitives.
An interesting property is that the semantic exibility does not introduce big
overhead to the underlying layers. Table 1 shows that the cost of the
decomposition-independent Dame primitives is equivalent to the cost of analogous constructs that are explicitly implemented in PVM and MPI on the basis
of a single data-distribution.
The slightly higher time of some Dame primitives is entirely rewarded by
the simplicity of implementation and self-adaptivity of the code. Moreover, that

overhead becomes quite negligible when the primitives are used in a real contest.
To this purpose, we compare the execution time of a template implementing a
portion of the LU factorization algorithm (identi cation of the nodes owning
the pivot column and evaluation of the multipliers). The transmission times are
quite comparable because the Dame communications are based on PVM or MPI
layers. The cost due to the dynamic evaluation of the destinations is much lower
than any message transmission and does not a ect the overall performance.

Table 1. Execution time (sec., as average of 100 runs) of some programming primi-

tives.

Class

System inquiry
Data inquiry

Primitive

PVM

< 0:001
Ak
0:23
dml lmaxX(A)/dml gmaxY(A) 0:01
dml gtol(A,-1,k )
0:18
if(dml in mynode(A,k ,-1)) 0:8
dml my node
dml which set( , ,-1)

template

Communication dml send (single data)

Dame-PVM MPI

< 0:001
0:48
0:01
0:23
0:9

< 0:001
0:37
0:01
0:22
0:8

Dame-MPI

< 0:001
0:59
0:01
0:28
0:9

33
34
33
34
1:3E + 3 1:3E + 3 1:1E + 3 1:1E + 3

3 Initial adaptivity
The initial adaptivity is guaranteed at startup time by the scheduler through
three main activities:

{
{
{

choice of the active platform that is, the set of nodes that actually carry out
computation at a certain time;
mapping of the communication pattern of the application onto the topology
of the active platform;
mapping of the virtual data-distribution onto the nodes of the active platform.

3.1 Active platform
The user chooses the maximum set of machines that participate in computation
at startup time. This set, called maximum platform, may di er from the active
platform. For example, a node of the platform could be excluded because it does
not provide adequate eciency or because an external application with higher
priority requires exclusive use of this node. If the platform is static that is, we
are guaranteed that all the initial nodes provide the same computational power,
the active platform does not change at runtime. Otherwise, if the real platform
is dynamic, we could have various active platforms during computation.

The algorithm that chooses the initial active platform works on the basis of
three kinds of startup information. Some of them are provided by the user at
startup (U), others are typically set once and for all (O), others are automatically
get by the scheduler (A).
Maximum platform (U).
This is the maximum set of machines that can participate in the computation. Typically, there is a list of default machines from which the user can
select the maximum set for that computation. The set chosen at startup
does not vary at runtime. The Dame scheduler, di erently from the Piranha
scheduler [3], does not try to dynamically acquire machines external to the
maximum set. Hence, the active platform is always a subset of the maximum
platform.
Startup platform conditions (A).
The scheduler evaluates the status of each node of the maximum platform
such as availability, computational power and, if the nodes belong to a platform distributed among multiple subnetworks, mean inter-communication
times.
Exclusion thresholds (O).
There are three set of thresholds that are useful when the actual platform is
not a traditional parallel machine: power threshold  , latency threshold ,
sharing thresholds #Di and #Ni .
In a heterogeneous platform, the nodes may have di erent computational
powers. The scheduler excludes from the initial active platform the nodes
that o er a relative power so small that the ratio between that value and
the average platform speed is below  .
In a platform where the nodes have di erent inter-communication times, the
threshold  is used to exclude from the initial active platform the nodes that
are connected so slowly to cause a bottleneck for the application.
When the platform is used as a parallel compute server and by individual
users, the scheduler requires for each node i a couple of sharing threshold
#Di and #Ni that is, the maximum percentage of power that the parallel application is allowed to employ on node i during day-time and night-time,
respectively. When an external application requires more power than that
speci ed by the sharing threshold value, the scheduler withdrawals the parallel application from that node. Typically, each node has its default #Di
and #Ni values that can be changed only upon explicit request at startup.
These values are negotiated when the parallel user asks for accounts on nonproperty machines. The use of shared thresholds provides a twofold contribution. They reduce suspicious look at a shared use of resources, and allow
a exible degree of obtrusiveness of the Dame applications. For example, if
the shared threshold for each node is close to zero, Dame behaves similarly
to frameworks such as Condor [16] and Piranha [3] that leave a node as soon
as an interactive user logs in.

3.2 Mapping algorithms
Once de ned the active platform, central to the scheduler role are the notions of
embedding and data mapping. The scheduler binds the application's communication pattern to the active platform topology, and the virtual data-distribution
to the data-distribution that best adapt itself to the status of each node.
The problem of embedding the communication pattern onto the active platform is highly simpli ed thanks to the assumption that the number of nodes
of the active platform coincides with the number of active application threads.
Analogously, the data mapping is simpli ed because the computational domain
has a ne granularity. Hence, data entries can be almost optimally assigned with
no computational e ort. Embedding and data mapping require the following
user's information.
1. Virtual data-distribution.
The programmer has implemented the SPMD application on the basis of
this distribution. Two parameters characterize the division that has to be
made on the computational domain: the decomposition dimension and the
decomposition format. Presently, Dame manages one-dimensional (by row or
column) and two-dimensional decompositions, and pure block, cyclic, or intermediate combinations of decomposition formats. Other frameworks that
provide nonuniform data-distributions for cluster-based computing consider
only static decompositions [8], block decompositions [12] or are not transparent to the user [4].
One-dimensional decompositions typically lead to applications with lower
number of communications. The advantage of two-dimensional decompositions is a smaller granularity of the items that can be recon gured and, hence,
a potential better load balancing. This choice is especially recommended for
irregular applications. It should be noted that a parallel program implemented on the basis of a two-dimensional decomposition can run even for
one-dimensional decompositions, whereas the opposite does not hold.
2. Actual topology.
Various topologies are proposed in literature. However, the topologies of
existing platforms are rather restricted. Presently, the scheduler manages
most common topologies such as hypercube (e.g., Ncube2), two-dimensional
mesh (e.g., Paragon), single-line cluster (e.g., nodes in the same physical
network connected through one line such as Ethernet), multiple-lines cluster
(e.g., IBM SP-2, or a Myrinet cluster where multiple lines connect the nodes),
multi-cluster (e.g., a distributed system where the nodes belong to di erent
physical subnetworks).
3. Communication pattern.
Each SPMD message-passing application follows a prevalent pattern to exchange information among nodes. For the embedding task, the scheduler
takes into account common patterns: master/slave, near-neighbor, multicast,
irregular.

4 Dynamic adaptivity
The dynamic adaptivity of the SPMD application is guaranteed by a runtime
environment that consists of a dynamic activation of the scheduler to manage
load and platform recon gurations, and a runtime support that adapts the e ects
of Dame primitives in a transparent way, thereby masking any modi cation to
the high-level code. The runtime scheduler aims to solve dynamic load imbalance
due to the platform and/or to the application.
In particular, at runtime the scheduler copes with external factors such as
active set modi cations and relative node power variations when the platform
is shared among multiple users. The internal factors are due to irregular applications. (As example, we have investigated the WaTor algorithm [5] and large
scale molecular dynamics.) The overall process of platform and workload recon guration is hidden to the programmer. Moreover, the new version of the
runtime scheduler uses a decision support system that automatically chooses
the frequency of activation on the basis of information monitored at runtime [6].
The runtime scheduler maintains the workload proportional to the computational power of each node through migrations of data items from overloaded to
underloaded nodes. Although the decision is centralized, a possible remapping
is not performed by the master node that only indicates to each process which
data are to be sent or received. The SPMD paradigm allows a very light-weight
recon guration: only the local data of a process need to be moved during the
migration phase. At the end of this phase, the data domain is partitioned in
proportion to the power of each node.
We designed the support in a modular way so that di erent load balancing
strategies can be easily plugged in. The dynamic load balancing model is similar
to that given in [21]. It consists of four phases that can be implemented in
di erent ways:
1. Activation mechanism.
Various protocols such as synchronous/asynchronous and implicit/explicit
have di erent degrees of interference between the support and internal processes. We propose a partial transparent framework that does not leave any
responsibility for data recon guration to the programmer, however it requires the programmer to specify the place of the application where the
support has to be activated through the dml check load() primitive. The
activation interval can be chosen by the programmer or automatically set by
the support [6].
2. Load monitoring.
Once the support has been activated, each process evaluates the status of the
external workload on its node. This phase is usually executed in a distributed
way. We use two active methods for load monitoring. The alternatives regard
the ways in which the load parameter can be evaluated. The rst method
exploits Unix system information. One can obtain di erent kinds of information about current computational power such as average number of tasks
in the run queue, one-minute load average, rate of CPU context switches.

Following Kunz's results [15], we use the number of tasks in the run queue
as basis for measuring the external workload.
An available alternative estimates the current load through a synthetic microbenchmark that is, a purposely implemented function which gives an immediate estimate about the available capacity. The code of the micro-benchmark
is speci cally designed for scienti c-based programs. Other classes of parallel applications would require di erent micro-benchmarks. The Unix call is
faster in the evaluation of the load but requires some additional computations to evaluate the available capacity. Moreover, this estimate causes some
approximation in the load information.
3. Decision.
This phase takes two important decisions: whether to redistribute and how
to redistribute. We implemented policies which are based on a centralized
approach. The recon guration master is responsible for collecting the load
parameters, executing one decision policy, and broadcasting the results to
the internal processes. This message consists of three parts: operation (to
recon gure or not), node information (map of sender and receiver nodes),
data information (map of data to transmit). Even if a centralized approach
tends to be more time consuming and less feasible than distributed strategies
as the number of processors in the system becomes large, we preferred a
central scheme such as in [18, 2, 20] because it guarantees the consistency
of a generic SPMD application, and allows the master to keep track of the
global load situation to evaluate the relative capacities. Various decision
policies can be used in Dame. They use di erent state information, such as
instantaneous workload variation, present and past load, maximum system
imbalance.
4. Data recon guration.
When the runtime scheduler decides a data recon guration, each application
process has to be blocked. Data migrations occur in a distributed way among
the nodes that own parts of neighbor data domain. In this way, the scheduler ensures the locality of data-distribution after the recon guration. The
scheduler is in charge of the ow control of messages for data migrations. If a
one-dimensional data distribution is used, each node communicates with the
two neighbor nodes. For two-dimensional data distributions, data exchanges
occur rst horizontally and then, if necessary, vertically.
In our current implementation, the framework follows a master/slave policy.
It is activated explicitly by a call to the dml check load() function that we
provide together with the run-time support. When this function is activated,
each process independently evaluates the load status of its node, and transmits
the new parameters to the recon guration master process.
Although an explicit activation of the runtime scheduler partially violates
the transparency requirement that frameworks such as Dame should satisfy, the
programmer's task is very limited. The check-load points are speci ed by the
programmer if the application is parallelized by hand, or may be automatically chosen by the compiler if the application is automatically parallelized by

frameworks such as HPF. However, even in this latter case, an explicit intervention of the user through some directive seems the most ecient choice because
the admissible check-load points risk to be too many and the insertion of a
dml check load call in each of them is impractical because of excessive overhead. Additional considerations for the automatic insertion of check-load points
are discussed in [12].

5 Related Work
Dame provides a new abstract machine interface consisting of a programming
model, a language to use it and a runtime support. From the portability point of
view, it is not important if the parallelization is done by hand or automatically
because the main goal is that the programmer or the supercompiler refers the
implementation to the abstract machine. The code is adapted to the real platform
by the scheduler that monitors the platform status and workload conditions.
As the runtime environment does not force any adjustment on the high level
code and does not require programmer's intervention, the Dame program can be
considered self-adaptable. This property di erentiates this version of Dame from
other projects oriented to SPMD message-passing applications [17, 9, 12].
The focus on the SPMD model is the main di erence among Dame solutions and the approaches of other projects that aim at a self-adaptable parallel
code, but in the context of task migration [4, 11] and thread migration [10] solutions, object-oriented parallelism [2, 13], special languages such as Linda [3]
and Dataparallel C [18], or multidisciplinary applications [7].
The DRMS support [17] achieves recon gurable SPMD codes but not a true
self-adaptivity because most responsibility for node and data repartitioning is
still left to the programmer. More related to Dame's goals is the Adaptive Multiblock Parti (AMP) project [12]. An AMP programmer explicitly activates the
recon guration support through the remap function. Unlike the dml check load
primitive that speci es only the recon guration points and the domains to be
recon gured, the remap function requires also an explicit update of all variables
and data structures that recon guration may a ect. For this reason, a complete
self-adaptivity could be achieved by the ongoing project of integrating AMP
with a supercompiler, such as HPF [14], that can autonomously indicate the
variables in the remap function.
The integration of Dame with a supercompiler would mainly address programming issues than recon guration aspects. The main reason is that the
dml check load function is designed in such a way that it does not require
the explicit speci cation of the data structures subject to modi cations. Indeed,
the semantic exibility of Dame primitives already allows the code to self-adapt
to runtime variations thus masking them to the programmer and high-level program. Another important di erence of Dame from related projects is the possibility of automatically choosing the load balancing interval. Such a solution is
useful to increase the degree of transparency and to optimize the performance
of the load balancing support.

6 Conclusions
The importance of frameworks that guarantee self-adaptivity of SPMD applications has a twofold motivation. This paradigm is the most widely adopted for
parallel programs (some estimations say about 80%) and represents the typical
output of supercompilers. Moreover, the typical platform on which executing a
parallel application is changing with respect to that of some years ago. Interconnected or shared platforms are becoming popular. Therefore, it is likely that
a modern programmer or a supercompiler does not (want to) know the exact
platform on which its application will run, but wants that code and performance
portability is guaranteed at least for some large class of platforms.
This paper presents the Dame solution that enriches SPMD message-passing
applications with self-adaptivity for the broad class of platforms consisting of
nodes with local memory. This attribute is achieved with no additional e orts
on the programmer. To preserve the simplicity of the SPMD model, we provide
the programmer with an abstract machine interface, a scheduler, and a runtime
environment. The abstract machine interface provides the programmer with a
regular platform and data decomposition model. The scheduler adapts the computation written for the abstract machine to the real platform. The runtime
environment performs platform recon guration and translates the primitives referring to the virtual platform and virtual decomposition into accesses to the
actual platform.
Dame simpli es SPMD programming and provides code portability without sacri cing performance. The experimental results demonstrate that using
the Dame primitives does not add signi cant overheads to a PVM/MPI code
that is not even recon gurable. Moreover, we veri ed that the bene ts of Dame
adaptivity are more appreciable when the platform is subject to intense power
variations.
We are examining how to enrich Dame with a dynamic fault recovery mechanism. Another interesting development is the integration of Dame adaptivity
mechanisms into a supercompiler such as HPF to generate portable SPMD code
that does not require explicitly message passing and local memory management.
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